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Across the Defra family molecular tools 
are used for:

• Ecological monitoring and assessment 
• Detection and surveillance of protected and invasive 

species 
• Biodiversity assessment and understanding ecosystem 

functioning
• Fisheries management
• Plant and animal health
• Pathogen and disease identification and surveillance
• Food testing



1. More efficient routine monitoring of water bodies 
deeper insights into biological communities 
non-invasive approaches (eDNA)

Two main drivers of interest 

2. To inform decision making/management and policy 
bigger questions around environmental change 
tracking and surveillance of INNS



Fish in lakes
INNS
Macroinvertebrates in rivers
Diatoms in rivers
New Indicators

Priority Areas for Development 



Need more underpinning research 

Need to explore the full potential of DNA based methods

Confidence in data outputs and ability to interpret data

Lack of coordinated funding to develop, test, and validate

Lack of DNA sequence data for native British species 

Molecular and bioinformatics skills and capacity

Lack of suitable computational infrastructure

Organisational and staff resistance to new methods

Barriers and challenges 



Fish in lakes using eDNA

Need an efficient and non-invasive 
alternative to gill netting - All UK agencies 

Proof-of-concept (2015)  
eDNA >> gill netting 

SEPA have collected eDNA from all 
Scottish Lochs -> classification tool

EA starting to collect eDNA data from 
English surveillance lakes now. 

English upland data -> SEPA Upland tool 
Separate lowland lake tool (2019) 

Aim to implement in 2020



INNS using eDNA

Efficient monitoring  
Survey wide areas cost-effectively 
EU IAs directive

Developing assay for four INNS (two 
shrimps and two mussels)

Interested in deploying already 
developed assays (crayfish)

CEFAS/EA developed and verified
Topmouth Gudgeon eDNA

INNS – a lot of potential



Macroinvertebrates in 
Rivers

Efficient monitoring
Deeper insights in biology
Sort-free methods

Some preliminary work

Steps to improve reference database

Benefits for species 
discovery/functioning

Current methods well developed 
Molecular methods complimentary?



Diatoms in Rivers 

Concerns about cost and precision with 
light microscopy

Aim
Cost-effective method to identify and 
quantify diatom taxa 

Suitable for calculating Trophic Diatom 
Index (TDI) 

For Water Framework Directive 
classifications



Diatoms in Rivers 

Develop a mirror of the existing TDI 

Good correlation between the LM and NGS 
TDI metrics 

Chloroplast ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate 
carboxylase/oxygenase large (rbcL) chain 
gene 
Developed new primer sets

Closed curated reference database



Steps involved in creating the “gold standard” DNA barcode reference database

Currently contains >300 species (< 20% of UK diatom species) 
but includes representatives of most of the commonly encountered taxa.

Diatoms in Rivers



Developed Bioinformatics 
pipeline to match NGS 
outputs with the relevant 
species in the barcode 
reference database

Screens out non-diatom algae 
at an early stage 

Produces an output in a form 
suitable for use by the 
Environment Agency

Diatoms in Rivers
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QIIME preparation: add sample names and incremental numbers to 

sequence (ampliconQC.py) 

QIIME: pick OTU sequences based on 97% sequence similarity  

Taxonomic assignments reported in regulatory agency specified 

format 

QIIME: most abundant sequence selected from each OTU 

QIIME: assign identity to OTU using validated diatom database 

(create_taxonomy_assignments_from_blast.py) 

Reporting: OTU identification and number of sequence reads 

(produceDiatomReports.py) 

 ( 



Diatoms in Rivers 

Comparison of TDI 
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Diatoms in Rivers

Developed a new Trophic Diatom Index (TDI5) for NGS

Light Microscopy
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Diatoms in Rivers

Developed a new Trophic Diatom Index (TDI5) for NGS

Old Index (TDI4) New Index (TDI5)

Histograms of agreement in TDI based on light microscopy and NGS for 
628 river samples 



Diatoms in Rivers

Comparison of Ecological Status Class derived by NGS 
and Light Microscopy (207 water bodies)



Diatoms in Rivers 

Reproducibility

Sensitivity

Specificity



Diatoms in Rivers 

Further revisions of TDI5 NGS
Now based on ~1700 environmental 
samples spanning a wide range of 
ecological conditions

Developed TDI5 for Light Microscopy 
based in improved understanding 
from NGS



Diatoms in Rivers 

Key taxa missing from database 
Influence of multi chloroplast taxa on 
Relative abundance / metric 

Taxonomy assigned against a closed curated 
reference database – only use 60% of the 
information from the NGS

Demonstrated potential of NGS methods

Implemented NGS method in 2017 (No LM)

SEPA parallel sampling in 2018



Sample 

types

There are two different types of diatom sample you may be asked to collect. 

The sampling method is the same for both sample types, but the sample 

containers and preservative used for the two different sample types are 

different. The two types of sample types are :

 DNA diatom samples: This will be the standard sample type for all 

diatom samples. In RouteLIMS these samples will have the suite code: 

DIADNA and the bottle type: '15ml Diatom DNA tube + preserv'.

 Optical diatom samples: Samples for 2 drivers will continue to be 

analysed using traditional microscopy methods. Only samples collected 

for SHEBAM (WRHWB) and ECN drivers will be of this type. In 

RouteLIMS these samples will have the suite code: DIATOM and the 

bottle type: '100ml wide mouth bottle'.

You will normally only have to collect one sample type at a site. However in 

some instances you may need to collect both. Refer to your scheduled task 

which will list both diatom bottle types as being required in these instances.

Operational instruction 27_07 Issued 01/03/2018

Sampling Diatoms from rivers and lakes

DNA Analysis 
– routine monitoring

Optical Analysis 
– long-term studies



Whole Ecosystem 
Assessment 

Parts of community not currently assessed

Increased ability to detect pressures

Linked to ecosystem functioning and 
ecosystem services
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